CONNECTING PEOPLE, TECHNOLOGY, AND THE EDGE
WITH A SEAMLESS EXPERIENCE
At CompuCom, we’ve seen the “office” as we’ve known it for decades
change rapidly. Without reliable support, collaboration, and
connectivity strategies for their increasingly distributed workforce,
organizations will get left behind.

OUR FOCUS ON THE END USER

Whether you’re a bank branch employee, a retail cashier, or a
corporate user at home and the office, you need technology always-on
and ready to work when and how you need it, seamlessly.
Our emphasis is on easy-to-use and reliable solutions for the end user
that create and support the true digital workplace. This focus enables
flexibility, speed, and dexterity, so your people effortlessly connect with
the right technology from wherever they work.

OUR GUIDING PRINCIPLES
• Enable a Ready Now Experience by providing and supporting
uninterrupted solutions and services
• Deliver a Concierge Outcome through people and automation,
driving increased end-user productivity
• Strive for a Zero Dispatch Edge by delivering solutions that
reduce the need for onsite services
• Live Green by minimizing ours and our customers’ environmental
impact through sustainable technology, innovation, and processes

OUR SOLUTIONS
• Workplace Technology enables the best employee experiences
and increases productivity
• Employee and Technology Support delivers personalized
support through omni-channel options
• Digital Edge and Security brings reliable and secure connectivity
to any device, anywhere, and anytime
• Connected Workplace promotes productivity and ease of
collaboration through technology
• Elite Employee Experience provides end-to-end services
configured to the needs of your business and users
• IT Staffing Services offering staff augmentation, direct and
contract hiring for your IT needs
As the digital workplace continues to grow and mature, CompuCom,
as your trusted partner, will focus on the technology so you and your
employees can focus on growing your business.

www.compucom.com
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